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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Chatham Island Petrel chick - Photo Credit: Don Merton, DoC

Whi le you might th ink the recent example is the Chatham 
government's seabird spotlight is Is land pe t re l  (Pterodroma 
only focussed on the effects of axillaris).  
fishing, think again!  Every year, 

When intensive management DoC does a lot of land-based 
began, the Chatham Island petrel From the desk of Admiral Albert seabird work too, including 
only nested in one 200 ha area on Ross, MBE (Mighty Big Eater) monitoring populations, predator 
South East Island in the Chatham trapping at breeding colonies and The wife (Mabel) and I are off cruising Islands group.  Then, from 2002 - moving birds around to form new the Chilean coastline (love those 2005, about 200 young Chatham breeding colonies.  Breeding South American birds, what!!). petrels were transferred to a seabirds used to be more 
predator-free area on Pitt Island.  My scouts tell me MFish and industry widespread on the New Zealand 
This transfer seemed to work - are working together to improve the mainland and on our smaller 
birds came back as adults to breed Vessel Management Plans (VMPs).  islands. But habitat loss and 
and plans for establishing another These are vessel-specific seabird predators (such as cats, rats, and 
colony became more ambitious.  i n c i d e n t a l  c a t c h  m i t i g a t i o n  stoats) have caused many seabird 
With the support  of  local  colonies to die out. procedures. MFish and Industry are 
landowners, a three year project 

enhancing these to include some of 
To help conserve seabirds, DoC is has started, which aims to re-

the measures that were in the now 
interested in establishing more establish Chatham petrels on main 

revoked  offal control Gazette notice.  
colonies of some threatened Chatham Island.  In April this year 

We should get something that will 
seabird species.  Techniques are the first transfer of 47 Chatham 

further reduce the risks of seabird now available that allow seabird petrel chicks was completed.  After 
interactions with all trawlers over 28 colonies to be re-established using the move, chicks were placed in 
metres. young birds from existing colonies artificial burrows where they were 

and moving them to new sites.  This hand-fed a fishy mix every 2 - 3 MFish may still regulate some form of 
approach hasn't been tried on a lot days until they grew and left their offal control, such as requiring 
of different species yet, but one burrows.  Two more chick vessels to hold offal for a period of 

time during hauling and shooting.

One would think this would be 
dependent on how well industry 
manages the VMP improvements  
and self-manages these standards 
out on the water.

The fourth international conference 
on the biology and conservation of 
albatrosses and petrels was held in 
Cape Town, South Africa between 

t h t h
1 1  a n d  1 5  A u g u s t  w i t h  
presentations and special interest 
workshops.  I have a “bird” over there 
keeping an eye on the proceedings, 
so hopefully we can get the “chatter” 
on what went on. 

Thanks to Johanna from DoC for the 
Chatham Island Petrel story.

Chow Albert

Chatham Island Petrel



transfers will be done, in 2009 and 
2010.  I f  successful ,  these 
transferred Chatham petrels will 
return to the new colony to breed in 
about 4-5 years time.  With the 
establishment of another breeding 
colony, the future of this species will 
be  a bit more secure. 

Ask Richard Wells what's the annual 
costs of all the DoC and MFish 
seabird projects and reports levied 
against the fishing industry!  Well, 
after he stops jumping up and down 
and swearing a little, its about $1.5 
million. Yes folks, industry pays for an 
awful lot of seabird work.  This is how 

it works: under the cost recovery the southern ocean, then taxpayers  
rules, MFish calculates the amount should pay.  Every year for the next 
of cost recovery due on research four years a helicopter with a 
projects and other activities. This is photographer will head to this rock 
then divvied up between the and count birds, and the cost to 
fishstocks involved in the projects industry will  be approximately 
and activities, based on their $350,000. As juveniles, all WC 
TACCs and port prices, and then albatrosses migrate from NZ and 
divvied up between the quota- don't come back to breed for 5 
owners based on thei r quota years, so one would think it rather 
holdings.  Under the Conservation difficult, if not impossible, to know 
Services Programme (CSP) DoC how many there are.  One would 
has a similar process to recover the think that counting birds is a bit like 
costs for seabird, marine mammal counting fish -  and we all know how 
and environmental work.  Much of difficult that is!  For the life of me I 
the environmental project work and cannot see how this piece of 
the associated costs of that work is information can have anything to do 
contracted out by MFish.  Some of with the fishing industry. Why are 
this work is useful, particularly they paying for it?  The system 
monitoring and measuring, much of needs to change - even a birdbrain 
it is barely interesting and some is a like me can see that! 
down right waste of hard-earned 
industry money!

Industry has agreed to pay for 
information which directly supports 
m e a s u r e s  t o  m i t i g a t e  t h e  
interactions between fishing and 
seabirds (i.e. we need reliable and 
objective information that helps 
MFish and industry to reduce the 
risks of seabird interactions with 
fishing vessels).  If MFish wants to 
know how many white-capped 
albatross are nesting on a rock in 

Johanna Pierre - DoC

Tarred and Feathered

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
Grey Petrel

These cousins go on their big OE to 
Peru and Chile for up to 5 years 
before returning to NZ to breed.

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and date 

of publication to albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds” DID YOU KNOW?
Grey petrels have recently been 
red i scove red  b reed ing  on  
Campbell Island following DoCs 
2001 rat eradication progamme.

Giant petrels are also known as 
nellies or stinkpots.  Although the 
northern giant petrel is much rarer 
than the southern giant petrel, it is 
the more frequently seen species 
in NZ waters.
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